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A Bowl Becoming Water, Lee Sang-Min’s Glass Sculpture  

 

According to Laozi’s Tao Te Ching, shàng shàn ruò shuî means “the highest virtue is like 

that of water.” The shape of water changes depending on which bowl it is put in. Water 

cannot be fixed, so it can change its shape. Water flows only downwards, as if it were 

naturally born into the flow of the world. It does not try to go against the flow. It is the 

way of Laozi’ Tao philosophy that one does not force oneself to be defined or go against 

the flow, and so should maintain the characteristics of water.  

 

The flow of water follows the flow of time. Things that disappear gradually become the 

past as the present becomes the past. Lee Sang-Min, a sculptor of water that flows through 

infinite time, focuses on bringing together passing moments and giving them eternity and 

magnificence. He also remembers evanescent moments and brings back the brilliance of 

the things that have faded away. His early series of work, After Image and Mirror Drop, 

use water as a metaphor for lives that follow the law of nature. The artist said that he was 

inspired by his childhood memories of throwing skipping stones across water. The ripples 

of water that had risen in the calm lake quickly disappeared, but the artist transferred the 

afterimage of the ripple into glass as a way to memorialize the moment forever. In his art, 

Lee continues to portray the constant creation and extinction that occurs in nature as well 

as the flow of the world, attempting to use as his medium the form of a substance that 

cannot be captured. 

 

Since his early work, Lee has developed his focus on water into the Bowl series, in which 

he uses an image of a bowl to represent condensed layers of time freely moving between 

instant and eternity. The artist believes that there are many unimaginable moments 

amassed in one bowl. South Koreans often use the expression of “the size of one’s bowl” 

to measure one’s inner depth and generosity. Lee Sang-Min, in this context, uses bowls 



in various shapes as a metaphor of one’s state of mind, which may differ from one’s actual 

appearance.. If one assumes a transparent glass plate as the surface water, the dented, 

atypical organic shapes symbolize different presences that coexist in our time. As if the 

artist witnesses the reflection of a bird that flies over calm water, his previous works 

evoked strange tension and liveliness.   

 

 

Celadon Bowl with Inlaid Chrysanthemum Design (Goryeo Period)_118x118x6cm_Engraved glass and 

Framed_2018_Left 

Bowl with Inlaid Clouds and Phoenix Design (Goryeo Period)_118x118x6cm_Engraved glass and 

framed_2020_Middle 

Vase with Inlaid Clouds (Joseon Period)_91x139x6cm_Engraved glass and framed_2020_Right 

Installation View | ‘As it is’ | Oct. 16 – Dec. 13, 2020 | LEE & BAE, Korea 

 

 

The most important thing in the process of carving bowls is the originality of the artist’s 

imagination.  Lee Sang-Min indulges in his imagination before creating his work. He 

imagines the potters’ moments of claying, glazing, and controlling the flames in front of 

a kiln as well as the countless hours of work they spent making bowls. He also imagines 

the moments of when finished bowls are used in ordinary lives. Imagination opens up the 

artist’s initial vision, and the more trivial the moment he decides to focus on, Lee’s vision 



arguably becomes more brilliant, and highly motivated. Then as he reaches the apex of 

his enhanced imagination, the artist begins engraving the inspirational moment within the 

glass material before him.   

 

 

Grow_129.5x129.5x6cm_Engraved glass and framed_2020 

 

 

What is particularly unusual in Lee Sang-Min’s engraving process is that he does not 

modify or change the shape of the bowl he chooses as his formal model. He follows the 

original shape created by an unknown potter. This represents his respect and admiration 



for those artisans that have preceded him. Therefore, the artist says his work feels like a 

collaboration with people in the past. The artist also always engraves the original form of 

the object to fully embolden his imagination. He believes that the act of reimagining and 

engraving the image of the extant object on the glass is enough to complete his work. His 

process of reimagination and creation demands meditative time to abandon one’s pride 

and to accept the ideas and work of others. In this process, the dimension of a new time, 

namely the enduring time of the artist, is added, and the creations of the past and the 

present as well the actions of past and actions in the present are transparently overlapped 

within the work. These multiple strata of stimuli serve to interweave the past and the 

present together within each work, and allow the viewer to appreciate the additional layers 

of meaning.  

 

Lee Sang-Min’s glass sculpture reveals the reality of being reflected in the absence of it, 

and what contributes to the presence of absence is the refined light on the glass surface. 

Depending on the amount of light projected or reflected on the carved glass surface, it 

produces a mysterious illusion on our retina. Part of straight light is diffusely reflected 

and projected by the bumpy side of the carved glass and leaves a shadow on the wall. 

This process creates a double image between the illusion itself and the shadow of the 

illusion. And within the glass there is a subtle space between these two illusions. The 

visual experience of the viewer reaches its peak as the materiality of the background 

hanging wall, which was transparently revealed beyond the frame of the glass sculpture, 

transfers the two illusions into the frame of real space. The artist wants to show that the 

effect of light on a piece of glass is a physical element that defines the presence of an 

object. Therefore, his work is thoroughly influenced by light. Depending on the amount 

of light or the angle at which it passes through, its illuminatory vitality becomes flexibly 

increased. The resulting mysterious image is the encounter of this three-dimensional 

space trapped in a two-dimensional plane. 

 



 

Buncheong Bowl, Decorated with a Thick Coating of Slip Under Glaze_99.5x101.5x6cm_Engraved glass and 

framed_2020_Left 

Celadon Bowl with Inlaid Peony and Scroll Design (Goryeo Period)_104.5x103.5x6cm_Engraved glass and 

framed_2019_Right 

Installation View | Art Busan | Nov. 14 – 17, 2020 | Busan, Korea | LEE & BAE 

 

 

 

Lee Sang-Min’s initial process is carried out by digging grooves into the back of a 12mm 

thick-glass plate and polishing its surface. Using various grades of diamond sandpaper to 

remove material from surface of glass is labor that requires concentration and expertise. 

The artist tries to prevent the damage caused by heat generated during grinding work by 

continuously cooling the glass plate with water. Since the angle of the plane grinded by 



sandpaper is not clearly visible, he has no choice but to rely on his skill in predicting the 

outcome. Once finished, Lee Sang-Min’s glass sculpture appears to present an image of 

a complete bowl form, based on the effect of light projected onto the surface of the glass. 

His formative method of working in glass is eventually completed in a new dimension 

created through the formation of light itself.   

 

 

Buncheong Ware Bowl Dipped in White Slip (Joseon Period)_101x129x6cm_Engraved glass and framed_2020 

Installation View | ‘As it is’ | Oct. 16 – Dec. 13, 2020 | LEE & BAE, Korea 

 

 

Born in Seoul in 1966, Lee Sang-Min graduated from Strasbourg Marc Bloch National 

University and Ecole Superieure des Arts Décoratifs de Strasbourg in France. Since 1996, 

he has presented his works within twenty-three solo exhibitions at home and abroad, 

including in Singapore, Hong Kong, and France, and participated in a number of group 

exhibitions, including significant shows at the Espace Tête d'Or (French Lyon, 2000), 

The Bowl of Sound (Total Museum, 2001), and The Landscape of Synchronicity (Taipei 

DaXiang Art Space, 2011). Lee regularly participates at important events such as Art 

Miami, London Art Fair, Art Central Hongkong, and Art Paris. His works are in various 

institutional collections, including the Mandarin Oriental Hotel, London, the Company of 



Art Prise in Lyon, the National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, South Korea, 

and at the Korean Embassy in Italy. He won the grand prize at the Quebec International 

Snow Sculpture Exhibition (1994) and the Japanese Contemporary Art Exhibition in 

Bourgueil, France (1999), and was also recognized with a prize at the European Young 

Artists Contest (1994). He is currently a professor of art at Chung-Ang University.   
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